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Today: Interacting with voice

- What are the basics of interacting with voice?
- What is likely to remain the same despite better voice recognition and 

generation?
- Is voice always the answer? Why not?



UX for images

RunwayML 

Image from Verge

What is good about 
this UX?

What isn’t?

https://www.theverge.com/2019/7/10/20682307/ai-machine-learning-easy-to-use-models-creatives-runway-ml


Designing with voice

Voice seems like a “natural” way of interaction.

- Is it faster?
- What are the main design challenges?
- When should you (not) use voice?



OK, Google (What should we use voice for?)

Questions:

- How compelling is 
this demo?

- Would you use 
it?

- What feels great 
about it?

- What seems off?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nE4A2zZjBZA&t=237


Voice vs. text

Text:

Slower to produce

Faster to ingest

Can skim, search for keywords

20% or more: only basic writing skills

Voice:

Dictation 3x faster than typing (even more on 
small screen)

Slower to ingest 

Poor ability to skim, search

Users are widely proficient



Designing with voice

Voice seems like a “natural” way of interaction.

- Is it faster? Yes to speak, not to listen
- What are the main design challenges?
- When should you (not) use voice?



Grice’s maxims

The cooperative principle describes how people achieve effective conversational 
communication in common social situations. (this is conversational cooperation, 
not necessarily social cooperation.)

In conversation, people follow: 

- Quality: be truthful, substantiated by evidence
- Relation: say what’s relevant, omit what isn’t
- Manner: be clear, avoid ambiguity, obscurity
- Quantity: as informative as needed, but no more

Violations of this maxim happen for a reason.



A haircut appointment

The promise

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JvbHu_bVa_g


A haircut appointment

“I don’t have time for 
spam calls,” she 
explains. “I’m busy 
enough as is.” … “I 
purposely ignored those 
calls because it said 
‘Google,’” she says…

This time, she listens 
intently without ever 
responding to the AI. 
“That was weird,” she 
says as she hangs up. 
“I’m a little freaked out.”

https://www.theverge.com/2019/5/9/18538194/google-duplex-ai-restaurants-experiences-review-robocalls


Could we have predicted this reaction with Grice’s 
maxims?
The cooperative principle describes how people achieve effective conversational 
communication in common social situations. (this is conversational cooperation, 
not necessarily social cooperation.)

In conversation, people follow: 

- Quality: be truthful, substantiated by evidence
- Relation: say what’s relevant, omit what isn’t
- Manner: be clear, avoid ambiguity, obscurity
- Quantity: as informative as needed, but no more

Violations of this maxim happen for a reason.



Discovery

‘Alexa also happens to be fairly dumb. She 
doesn’t understand the phrase “I’m awake.”’

Query types we found for Firefox 
Voice

https://qz.com/900195/amazons-alexa-isnt-the-future-of-ai-its-a-glorified-radio-clock-and-stupid-otherwise


In what ways can you help users discover what a voice 
interface can do?
Right: Google Assistant (clipped, from 
voicebot.ai), ChatGPT voice input. Below “Hey 
Disney!”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dG-rJtbGhBw&t=10


Designing with voice

Voice seems like a “natural” way of interaction.

- Is it faster? Yes to speak, not to listen
- What are the main design challenges?

- Discovery
- Following the cooperative principle

- When should you (not) use voice?



Understanding speech by understanding text?

Many systems today follow: 

Speech -> text -> parse 
text to find intents -> fulfill 
intents

What could go wrong?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5PZonyefBW4&t=14


Designing with voice

Voice seems like a “natural” way of interaction.

- Is it faster? Yes to speak, not to listen
- What are the main design challenges?

- Discovery
- Following the cooperative principle
- Non-textual information is hard to capture

- When should you (not) use voice? And what should you do instead?
-



Put that there

One answer is 
multimodal: use 
speech and 
something else

When does this 
work? When not?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyBEUyEtxQo


Put that there

One answer is 
multimodal: use 
speech and 
something else

- Plan for errors
- Design so 

speech and 
other modes 
cancel each 
others’ errors

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RyBEUyEtxQo


Does it sound human?

- Many computer voices are now preferred 
to human voices

- (Yet no voice is universally preferred) 
- Study from 2020 – things may have 

changed

Bottomline: Users are comfortable with machine 
voices

Chart courtesy of Julia Cambre

https://juliacambre.com/TTS_Voice_Quality_CHI2020.pdf


Which voice is preferred?

It depends!

- on user
- on embodiment of device
- Cultural and language preferences

No one voice is universally “best”



Designing with voice

Voice seems like a “natural” way of interaction.

- Is it faster? 
- Yes to speak, not to listen

- What are the main design challenges?
- Discovery
- Following the cooperative principle
- Non-textual information is hard to capture

- When should you (not) use voice? And what should you do instead?
- Use multimodal interfaces if possible
- Use different modalities to compensate for each other





Dial 911 to order pizza?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZJL_8kNFmTI

